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Note : 1. Write Section I and Section II on separate answer books.

2. Figures to the right indicate full marks of the question'

SECTION.I

Q.No.1. Attempt anv SIX of the following :

i) If f(x): 5x * a and f(1):6, find'a' and f(3).

ii) Show that ( -1 + r/:i ) 
3 is a real number.

iii) For the G.P. if u: ?,t6: 162, find r.
J

iv) Find r: n
I (2r-8)
r:1

v) Find sin (105')

vi) Examine the consistency of the following equations :

x * y: 2,2x* 3y : 5,3x-2y: I

vii) Find the slopg,X-intercept of the line 3x -2y + 72: 0

viii) Find @y if y : 3logx + 5x2 + cotx
dx

Q.2.A. Attempt any TWO of the following :

i) Evaluate lim xy2 - 5 3t2

x -+5 x7t2 - 57t2

ii) Evaluate lim 4* + 5* -2**r
x+0 x

iii) Evaluate lim log (1 + 6x)

x -+0 2x

B. Attempt any TWO of the following :

i) Evalu;telil;JlT4x t/*
x+oU -4t

ii) Evaluate lim cot2x

x-+II (1-sinx)
2

iii) Evaluate lim I -x-24
x -+3 f +x2 -36

Q.3.A) Attempt anv TWO of the following : t6
ii tf y:iqTl^ 5) cosx, find {y

dx
ii) If Y: exztanx , find dY

dx

a1^^+A ll

t2
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iii) If y: 4* + 76, find (y
S" -25 dx

B) Attempt any TWO of the following :

i) The demand function is given as P : 175 + gD + 25D2. Find the total revenue,
average revenue and marginal revenue when demand is 10.

ii) If y: cos (x2). find {y
*2 dx

iii) Slrow that cos30 - cos 1 1O = tan (7A)
sin11O - sin3A

SECTION _ II

Q.4. Attempt any SIX of the following :

i) Find the value of log s3{5

ii) Examine whether the follou,ing data are consistent ;

N: 120, (A) : 34, (B) : 86, (AB):45
iii) Find the range and its coefficient of range for the following data :

50,50,50,50, 10
iv) Find Karl Pearson's coefficient and state the type of distribution for the following data.

Mean:120, Mode :123, S.D. : i0
v) Find coefficient of Kurtosis (Fz) and state the type of distribution for the following data :

Vz: 2, p4: 12

vi) Find the values of
a) toc, b) 'oco

vii) Find the standard deviation of foltowing data : 5, 5, 5, 5, 5

viii) Find P (A n B), if p (B) :7 ,p (A/B) : I
8 15

Q.5.A) Attempt anv TWO of the following :

i) IfAandB areany2 eventsonthesamplespace,s,,p(A): 1,p (B):z
45

and P (A u B): 1 . Find the values of
2

i) P(AnB) ii)p(AlnB) iii)p(A,uBr)

ii) A card is drawn from a pack of 52 cards. Wha is the probability that the card is
either heart or a queen.

iii) Probability that a student 'A' can solve a certain problem is 3 and that another
4

student 'B' can solve it is 4 .

5

If both try independently what is the probability that
i) the problem is solved ?

ii) the problem is not solved ?
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B) Attempt anv TWO of the following :

i) Find quantity index number for the following data by simple Aggregate method :

Commodity I II m ry V
Base year
quantities

170 150 100 195 205

Current year
quantities

90 70 75 150 95

' ii) If X psq6 : 120, Xpoqr :200, Xprqr : 300

and ps1 (L) : i50, find por (M -E)

iii) Construct the cost of living index number for the following data:

Group Base Year Current Year
Price Ouantity Price

Food
Clothing i
Fuel and Lighting .

House Rent
Miscellaneous r

40
30
20
60
70

5

10

17

22
25

20
35
10

10

8

Q.6.A. Attempt any TWO of the following: 06
i) A group consists of 8 men and 5 women. Find the number of Committees of

5 persons that can be formed, if committee consists of atleast 3 women.

ii) How rnany 4-letter words, with or without meaning can be formed using the letters
of the word'RUCHIKA' if.
i) ,repetition of letters is not allowed ?

ii) repetition of letters is allowed ?

iii) Find r, if
tuco *'uc, + "cu+ "c,: t'c,

B) Attempt any TWO of the following: D!
i) Find Bowley's coefficient of Skewness for the following data :

ii) Find the Mean, Variance and Standard deviation for the following data:

iii) Calculate 3 years moving averages. Plot the original time series and moving averages
on the same paper.

Year t976 t977 t978 1989 1980 1981 1982 1983

Sales in
thousand

4 J 2 7 6 5 10 9

08

x 1 2 ) 4 5

f 2 3 5 8 5

X -1 0 1 2

f 2 4 J 1
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